
Sensory Processing Disorders and Masks 

In an already challenging time for everyone, it can be exceptionally challenging for individuals who struggle with Sensory 

Processing Disorder (SPD) symptoms. Intuitively, children who have issues with things like clothing tags and sock seams or even 

clothing in general, will probably struggle to wear a mask. 

In addition, conditions such as anxiety can cause “hyperarousal, “which means that our sensations are felt more strongly. Anxiety 

is often experienced with SPD’s.  Because COVID-19 may increase anxiety, it is important to use tools to minimize sensory over-

responsivity (increased response) especially when introducing new things such as masks.  Thus extra steps may need to be taken 

to help your student feel comfortable wearing a mask. This is especially important to work on before returning to in person 

learning.  Some actions that can be taken to help normalize a mask, depending on the 

child’s age and development, may include: 

 Be calm, play with the mask and make it a silly game, don’t make it feel like a 
punishment. 

 Show your child the mask, allow them to feel it and smell it. 

 Wear a mask and model how to use a mask and normalize masks to help make 
them become more familiar and predictable. Wear masks as a family.  

 Slowly introduce the mask beginning with seconds, then minutes and then 
prolonged periods of time. 

 Have masks around the house to encourage their use, particularly close by in play areas which will 
inspire them to pick them up and try. 

 Read or view a social story explaining a mask and why we use them for safety. 

 Use imaginative activities such as encouraging your child to pretend to be a: 

 Doctor & nurse as who is taking care of their stuffed animals (who can have masks too!) 

 Bug exterminator as they move around the house and squirt pictures of bugs. 

 Fire fighter as they put a fire out in a house built of couch cushions. 

 Scuba diver with the mask as the airline, dive backwards from couch cushions and swim 
through blankets and pillows to see sea creatures. 

 Fossil digger as they dig for hidden items in Playdoh or kinetic sand, using the mask to be 
sure that nothing gets in their mouth as you dig. 

 Scientist as they squish Playdoh together to make a concoction or make slime.  

 Construction work as they weld the edges of a couch cushion structure together. 

 Window washer as they use a squirt bottle to squirt and clean the windows. 

 Nail tech as they take turns massaging and painting each other’s nails. 

 Dentist as they check the teeth of your stuffed animals and dolls. 

 Encourage your child by complimenting them when they pick up a mask or look at the mask. All small steps towards using a 
mask should be encouraged. Example: “I am so proud of you! “or “Wow, you did it!” and “You are so brave.” 

 Build your child's confidence and allow them to become more comfortable with masks through sensory play, calming sensory 
activities' or heavy work activities. 

 Purchase a mask with your child's favorite characters or color on it or something they enjoy such as dinosaurs, flowers, 

unicorns, cartoons or a sports team.  

 Masks are made from all different fabrics; some are more comfortable for some than others. Choose a fabric that your child 

prefers. If needed, there are devices and extenders to make masks more comfortable.  

 Don't force a child to wear a mask. This can be quite traumatic for them. 

 Talk to your child and explain to them why masks are important and how they protect us and keep us healthy. 

 Remember not to be so hard on yourself as a parent or caregiver. Sometimes no matter how accommodating you are and 

what steps to you take or how hard you try; they may never accept wearing a mask, but, you tried your best. 

 Our children shouldn't be forced to stay inside because that could have a negative impact on their mental health and well 

being. If they cannot wear a mask, then explore new activities outdoors in which they will be able to social distance safely.  
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https://paautism.org/resource/wearing-mask-social-story/

